Corrigenda to G. Hewitt’s *Abkhaz. A Comprehensive Self-Tutor*
(Lincom Student Grammars 03, 2010)

Contents, Lesson 2 line 11: expressions
Lesson 10 line 2up: finite
Page 11, l. 9up: [waːˈbeːt’]…*/wa.ʃ.ˈba.jt’/
l. 8up: */wa.ʃ.ˈba.jt’/…[waʃˈbat’]
p. 20 14up, 2nd column of the Georgian characters: the diacritic should resemble a small schwa, as in the preceding column
p. 28, l. 4up: published
p. 31, l. 21up: Acəʒa…caʒaa
p. 32, l. 17: Arʒynba…Arʒyna
p. 40, l. 12: expressions
p. 66, l. 14: Мамоу
p. 67, l. 9up: Column II
p. 68 l. 1up, 6th box in the Table: the 1st schwa should be in plain font
p. 71, l. 19: What is not wearing
p. 75, l. 17: omit the word ‘either’
p. 98, l. 9: дыςє(ыш)уи?…Дыςє(ыш)y
p. 102, l. 15: Those who did not eat…
p. 103, l. 13up: one can use the simple…
l. 9up: Ибасымхаазыа/Ибасымхааззи?
p. 112 l. 9up & p. 113 l. 4: In the questions ‘How did she used to love him/her?’ and ‘Why did you-MASC used to hit me?’ respectively the auxiliary should probably be just ‘use’
p. 125, l. 7up: your-FEM
p. 137, l. 3: finite
p. 146, l. up: иԥхэыс
p. 156, l. 14up: Дара-дара
p. 157, l. 18up: causative-formant
p. 159, l. 8: meaning
p. 188, top of the page: the black border around the contents of the Lesson is missing
p. 197, l. 12up: азтаараакаа
p. 205, l. 3: contain

If any reader notices any further errors, I would be grateful to have the mistake brought to my attention at: gh2@soas.ac.uk